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for video effects and color grading: as an example of how this
works, see this still image, which was captured from the blu-ray

clip, "the hobbit, an unexpected journey." notice the three
different sets of color bars (or palettes) in the movie/video box.
theres also the ability to upload videos to facebook and twitter
from the application, which is a great way to share your movie

viewing experiences with the social media world. but, be warned
that cyberlink doesnt provide access to your account data. you
must upload your videos using a public account, which means

anyone can watch your clips on facebook or twitter. powerdvd 15
ultra will work with cyberlinks new advanced social media

features, and lets you keep track of the videos youve already
uploaded, created or played back to your account. theres also the

ability to transfer saved videos to the powerdvd application to
watch them offline, as well as sharing a saved movie with

someone else. if you want to send someone a youtube clip, you
can do this using a link. no, this doesnt work with vimeo, although

it would be nice if it did. any file you add to your saved videos
folder is automatically downloaded by cyberlink powerdvd when

you open a saved file. this lets you watch old, previously unheard
songs, as well as older television shows. cyberlink provides 4x and
8x playback modes for discs and downloads, up to 3x acceleration

for downloaded content and 5x transparent data compression.
you can also change the bit rate (content video and audio) to
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anything from 320 kbps to as high as 23.9 mbps. theres a built-in
filmot of feature as well as a dedicated web browser. if cyberlink

doesnt have it, there are options to download it from other
sources. downloading the cyberlinks filmot isnt compatible with
cyberlinks media player, but you can install it on your own p2p

client.
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youll also need to make sure youre backing up your discs to the
proper medium. i use a safe media to store my backups to. first,
you need to be sure youre backing up the actual disc, as well as
the relevant information files. you should backup the disc to a

similar media that can read the backup and undo it (or burn the
backup to another disc). its a lot more convenient to use the

regular file backup process than the disc backup process. there
are programs that can do this, as well as configure it for you, just
search on the phrase disk to disc backup. you should also make
backups of the information files. to do this, make a disc backup,

then burn the backup to another disc (at the same time of
course). be sure to burn the backup to a disc thatll let you undo it,
as well as preserve your backups. you should also use a disc thatll

enable you to playback blu-ray discs and other discs that arent
perfectly up to date, like virtual machine discs or such. now thats

out of the way, you can turn on ultra hd blu-ray playback from any
disc you own or have. youll have to do some tinkering with the

build of the software to use an ultra blu-ray disc, but that process
is actually pretty easy. (and youll only need to do this once, as
there are no more steps, ever). theres three parameters youll

need to change for the process to go through smoothly. first, youll
have to select the type of discs (bd, bdxl, or whatever). second,

youll have to select which drive youre using. youll need to be sure
to use a drive that supports the corresponding bdxl technology, or
youll be stuck with a vob and other achilles thongs. 5ec8ef588b
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